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Inadvertently, the Intellectual Prostitutes Are Promoting Amara Genocides! 

By Belayneh Abate 

Like many other countries, Ethiopia has been inundated with intellectual 

prostitutes for the last half a century. These intellectual prostitutes are 

promoting the leaders of the Ethiopian Peoples Democratic Front (EPRDF) even 

at this juncture, when the ongoing ethnic cleansing of Amara is escalated to 

genocide throughout the country.  

As we know, the Amara genocide perpetuators are hosted by EPRDF, a criminal 

organization that has been massacring, torturing and displacing Amaras for 

more than three decades. The intellectual prostitutes are acting as if they do 

not know the unholy EPRDF leaders “baptized” the genocide commanders and 

their mencha-soldiers.   

It is historical fact and general knowledge that EPRDF was established to 

implement a jungle manifesto that falsely labelled Amaras as oppressors. Since 

this jungle manifesto became a “constitution”, EPRDF has killed more Amaras 

than the Hutus killed Tutsis during the Rwanda genocide.   

In Rwanda, ethnic Hutus killed not only their neighbor Tutsis but also their Tutsi 

wives.[1] We have watched similar tendencies in Harergie, Bale, and Arusi 

provinces of Ethiopia this past week. Despite these 

dangers, many prostitute intellectuals are trying to 

shrug off the danger and cover up the Amara genocide 

with religious blankets.  

Instead of naming it Amara genocide, they are calling it 

a religious conflict although the barbaric killers were chanting the EPRDF’s code 

for Amara- “get out nefitegna”.  To make the danger worse, the prostitutes are 

turning every stone to exonerate Abiy Ahmed, who is providing luxurious 

boarding and body guards for the perpetuators of the genocide. Even after Abiy 

(the phony prophet of addition) and Lemma (the fake pastor of addiction) said 

they will continue to work with the genocide commanders, the intellectual 

prostitutes are making the beds to sleep with these pastors of additions and 

addictions. 
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For the intellectual prostitutes of Ethiopia, sleeping with a criminal ruler is not 

new.  In 1991, when the Western and Arab backed Legesse Zenawi took power, 

many intellectual prostitutes bowed to his feet and served him like a jackass 

although he made the country land locked and cracked the country into ethnic 

lines and controlled the people like herds of cattle in barns.  

Served by prostitute intellectuals, Zenawi’s EPRDF conducted ethnic cleansing 

of Amaras in Bedeno, Arbagugu, Arsi Negele, Adebabay Eyesus of Gondar and 

other places. [2-4] Legesse Zenawi slept with these intellectual prostitutes until 

he got enough of them and threw them like pieces of toilet paper. This fact 

heralds that even Satan despises intellectual prostitutes and hates to sleep with 

them forever.  

Now, the same and similar intellectual prostitutes are engaged in the same 

type of prostitution with the political son of Legesse Zenawi. As anyone can 

imagine, the worst kind of prostitute is a prostitute that performs prostitution 

with the father and the son. The son, Abiy Ahmed, was a loyal spy and cadre of 

his father Legesse Zenawi. As it had been seen, Zenawi never promoted and 

appointed cadres, who do not exhibit strong hate for Amara or show deep love 

affairs to their stomachs. Despite these facts, the intellectual prostitutes fell in 

love with the Legesse’s son, who served as the director of his spy agency.  

As most Ethiopians fully understand, the spy agency is responsible for the 

vanished 2.4 million Amaras, for the massacred thousands, for the tortured 

thousands, for the displaced millions and for the disappeared thousands. 

Zenawi rarely left his office to confine or kill people: It was his spies, who 

trapped millions through licking people’s ears and telephone wires.   

Despite these historical facts, the intellectual prostitutes considered the spy as 

Mosses and worshiped him as a messenger of God merely because he 

mischievously said, “we are Ethiopians both in life and death”.  The intellectual 

prostitutes trusted the former spy more than the patriarchs and popes trust 

God.  Some consider him as their heart, others as their lungs. Some 

volunteered to serve as his propagandists and others as personal assistants. 

They nominated him for peace prize and danced with him for the prize. The 

anti-EPRDF party leaders dined with the criminal EPRDF leaders betraying and 

making their fighter comrades homeless. 
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The intellectual prostitutes forgot that their mosses participated in splitting 

Ethiopia into pieces, and in massacring and torturing of its citizens. The 

intellectual prostitutes forgot the victims of EPRDF including Asefa Maru, Asrat 

Woldeyes, Samuel Awoke, and many other martyrs in Wolkayit, Raya, Gondar, 

Gambella, Metekel, Ogaden, Bahirdar, Ambo, Debre-Brehan, Woldya, 

Debretabor, Bure, Dangla, Magete, Awasa and so on.  

Abyote Ahmed will sleep with these intellectual prostitutes until he gets tired 

and throw them into trash cans as his father Legesse rightly did. In fact, he has 

already started since he has accomplished what his father achieved in 25 years 

just in one year. Like his father, the copy-cat Abyote, allowed his cousins to rob 

banks, he monopolized key government positions, the military, the police, the 

spy agency, the economy and the national medias.  

Intellectual prostitutes always use forgiveness as excuse to justify their 

adulterous lives. Only devil knows who the hell these intellectual prostitutes 

are to forgive on the behalf of the dead souls. Even the beloved wife of Assefa 

Maru and his children do not have the supreme power to forgive on the behalf 

of martyr Asefa Maru. Even the children of the martyr professor Asrat do not 

have the highest power to forgive on the behalf of the giant martyr Asrat 

Woldeyes. Even the loving mother of Samuel Awoke, who raised a magnificent 

son of profound dignity, does not have the ultimate power to forgive on the 

behalf of a hero who lost his life at a very young age.  

 As “intellectuals”, these prostitutes know today’s generation is based on 

yesterday’ generation, and tomorrow’s is based on today’s generation. 

However, the intellectual prostitutes do not care about these binding chains 

and the dead souls as long as their prostitution adventure makes their infidel 

lives luxurious.   

Amaras have been living in darkness for the last 50 years because intellectual 

prostitutes sided with their killers. Even at this critical time, when different 

forms of Amara genocides are intensifying, these intellectual prostitutes are 

preventing Amaras from organizing and defending themselves.  

The Amaras shall understand that intellectual prostitutes are predisposing 

them to full blown genocides. The Amaras should realize that the intellectual 

prostitutes are thwarting them from standing united to defend themselves 
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from the ongoing physical, economic, cultural, spiritual, educational and 

reproductive genocides.  

Furthermore, the Amaras should understand that the worst intellectual 

prostitutes are the Amara- intellectual prostitutes because they are 

contributing for the demise of their own progenies. The Amaras should 

completely stop listening to the prostitutes and stand united to resist the 

ongoing multifactorial genocides. The Amaras should defy the intellectual 

prostitutes, who are inadvertently promoting Amara genocides!  Thank you. 

End notes: 
 

1. Rwanda genocide: 100 days of 
slaughter,https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-26875506 

2. Amara Genocide in Bedeno Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcZJIfUkx9M 

3. Amara Masscre in Arba gugu video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3v9jcDAmDI 

4. Amaras displaced from everywhere ESAT Radio 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMw4dzDFRvU 
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